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Hey President Trump--Invite Cong Omar to White
House for discussion as Obama did with Gates
By Robert Weiner and Kim Bartenfelder
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By Robert Weiner and Kim Bartenfelder
Hey, President Trump--If you want to reduce the flames, as Ivanka suggested
you do, why not invite Cong. Ilhan Omar to the White House Lawn for lunchdrinks and discussion about mutual respect and lower rhetoric on both sides as
Obama did with Henry Gates after a brouhaha on race relations, and as you
did with Cong. Cummings on prescription prices.
An invitation to conversation and understanding is what it took to begin to
come to terms back in 2009. President Obama invited Henry Louis Gates Jr., a
Harvard professor and African American man, and Sgt. James Crowley, a white
policeman, to the White House-- the Beer Summit. The conversation detailed
how Henry Louis Gates Jr. had earlier that year been arrested by Sgt. James
Crowley because he was thought to have been a burglar. In a situation of
being ill-informed and a swiftness to arrest, Gates was charged with disorderly
conduct for refusing to leave his home. By the time of the Beer Summit,
Obama had more thoroughly prepared for a discussion on race, race relations,
and racial profiling.

Come 2019, Mr. Trump needs to do the same thing-- invite Congresswoman
Omar to the White House, one-on-one, and say we "both", including me, have
used some hyperbolic rhetoric, and I'd like to tone down the flames.
The racist and xenophobic language many say was used by Trump and his
supporters over the past few weeks has called the attention of every news
station and without a doubt made every representative on The Hill follow the
backlash. However, the direct targets have been four women of color,
representatives Ilhan Omar, Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, Rashida Tlaib and
Ayanna Pressley. These representatives are proving that when challenged on
the basis of their race and ethnicity, their leadership will not falter and that
women of color and those they serve will overcome hatred and ignorance.
There is also merit to pointing out the oversized rhetoric of some on the squad
about Israel and the President's supporters. The House passed a resolution
criticizing House members' anti- rhetoric too, on March 7, 2019.
At the most recent Trump rally July 16, his supporters chanted "send her
back", directed towards Rep. Ilhan Omar. However, as everyone knows by
now, Omar was born in Somalia, became a refugee at 10 years old with her
family who sought asylum in the U.S., and became a U.S. citizen when her
family made a permanent home in Minnesota. She currently serves
Minnesota's 5th district. After the rally, Trump denied his support of the
chanters even though he paused to let them finish and they did in his 13second silence.
However, one day after the rally Omar returned home to Minnesota. Once
welcomed by her constituents Omar said, "We are going to continue to be a
nightmare to this president because his policies are a nightmare to us. We are
not deterred, we are not frightened, we are ready."
This past Tuesday the House voted to condemn Trump's language, 240 to 187.
All Democrats voted for the resolution as did six others. The Republican
representatives who voted in favor to condemn were Rep. Will Hurd, Rep.
Susan Brooks, Rep. Brian Fitzpatrick and Rep. Fred Upton.
Even though Trump could tweet all day and the four congresswomen can
dispute him, pride must be swallowed. It's about making right and putting
forth an example to the freest country in the world. Firstly Trump must invite
Omar for civil conversation. This is a time to heal and while the
congresswomen are gaining public support the President must concede that
there was a serious error in his actions and words. From there, all parties
involved can say they made a worthy effort to compromise, understanding,
and rationale.

Cummings and Gates have now repeatedly said how they have worked with
Presidents Obama and Trump on joint issues. Trump and Omar could do the
same.
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